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Introduction
Two alternate hypotheses about human adaptation to nutritional ketosis are contrasted
by the supposition of the first that ketosis is foremost an adaptation to cope with periods
of starvation, and therefore would be stressful if prolonged, whereas the second
considers long-term ketosis natural and safe due to presumed adaptation to extended
periods of negligible carbohydrate availability. If there were concrete evidence of a
traditional population whose members were usually in ketosis, this would support the
second hypothesis by providing a precedent. American Arctic populations traditionally
followed a diet that might be expected to be ketogenic due to low levels of carbohydrate
intake. Therefore, historical reports finding a lack of ketosis have been surprising.
Moreover, some evidence suggests that these populations have a genetic mutation
preventing significant ketogenesis. Because an adaptation that can reduce ketogenesis
occurred specifically in an environment known to be perpetually low in carbohydrates
and which would therefore otherwise result in chronic ketosis, some writers have
proposed that this proves chronic ketosis is sufficiently detrimental to health that
evolution selects against ketogenesis (Ballantyne 2017, Masterjohn 2017, Chuter 2019).
However, the evidence on which this argument rests has important limitations that
impact the conclusions. In this brief review, I describe these limitations and conclude
that there is insufficient evidence to rule out chronic ketosis in Arctic populations, and
provide alternative explanations for the findings consistent with the second hypothesis.
There are two lines of evidence suggesting that Arctic Peoples were not in ketosis. The
first comes from experiments over the last century in which ketosis was measured as
negative in indigenous Alaskans and Greenlanders. As detailed below, although ketosis
was not detected in many of the following cases, the results may be explained by the
diet including significant carbohydrates, or the testing methods being insufficiently
sensitive. These points hinge on the definition of “in ketosis”. I will follow Guerci et al.
(2003) and Gibson et al. (2015) in using a serum β-hydroxybutyrate (BOHB) of 0.5 mM
as the threshold of ketosis although, lower values have been used (See e.g. Mitchell et
al. 1995 who use 0.2 mM).

Evidence from ketone testing
In searching the literature, I found five studies reporting on four experiments measuring
ketosis in natives of the North American Arctic between 1928 and 1972. Two studies in
Baffin Island measured urine BOHB over several days of fasting in a total of seven
subjects (Heinbecker 1928, 1931). They found urinary ketosis in all subjects, but only
after the first day of fasting had elapsed. With the exception of two subjects, who were
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nursing mothers, one of whom was also pregnant, the level of ketosis was lower than
expected for fasting. These subjects were on a traditional diet composed of only animal
foods. A third experiment was conducted in 1949 on Southampton Island (Sinclair 1953)
and measured urine acetoacetate (AcAc), and again found ketosis only in the fasted
condition. Finally, a fourth study, reported in both Ho et al. (1972) and Feldman et al.
(1975) found no ketosis in native people of Point Hope, AK even after nearly a day of
fasting (fasting ranged from 16-26 hours). If we expected them to already be in ketosis
from their diets, this would be surprising. However, the diets were not traditional and
included an average carbohydrate intake of 150-280g of carbohydrate a day, which
would not be expected to induce ketosis. So, this study cannot inform us about the
question at hand, whether they would be in ketosis on their traditional diets, and it is not
considered further.
The lack of ketones found in the urine of fed individuals in the first three studies could
be interpreted as indicating they were not in fact, in ketosis, as claimed in the
aforementioned writings. However, there is another interpretation consistent with these
findings. Two factors could result in negative ketone measurements, even if ketosis was
present.
First, levels of urinary ketones associated with fasting are not normally expected in
people metabolically adjusted to nutritional ketosis. This adjustment is called
keto-adaptation, and can take 4-6 weeks (Volek and Phinney 2011). It is well known
now, and was known to some even when the later of those studies were conducted, that
after some time on a ketogenic diet, urinary ketones subside. For example, In subjects
studied by McClellan and DuBois (1930) the ketonuria diminished after several months
on a carbohydrate-free diet. Rodahl et al. (1954) cite observations attributed to Peters
and Van Slyke in 1946 who said that in their camp, an Eskimo who had been eating
regular high carb rations, had ketonuria to the same high degree as the non-Eskimo
men in the camp when given a ketogenic diet. They thus suggest that the lower
ketonuria reported by others was due to metabolic adjustment.
This reported phenomenon of reduced or absent urinary ketones in keto-adapted
individuals may be explained by 1) as ketosis develops, the ratio of AcAc to BOHB
decreases (Owen 1974, Balasse 1979, Neal et al. 2009), sinces more AcAc is
converted into BOHB (Volek and Phinney 2012) and 2) that AcAc is excreted
proportionately to blood levels (Passmore 1961). So, if keto-adaptation has occurred,
but the overall level of AcAc + BOHB is lower than what would be found in fasting, then
urinary AcAc may be expected to fall below detectable levels, as discussed below. A
second possible contributor to the keto-adaptation effect comes from the problem of
using a single variable to characterize a multivariate system. The production and use of
ketone bodies each have variable rates. That means it is possible that production and
use could both increase, even while detected levels decrease, provided that the
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increase in use exceeds the increase in production. Ideally, we could use a measure of
the actual use of ketone bodies as fuel, for example respiratory quotient (RQ). Studies
including RQ measurements have been reported in Greenland (Krogh and Krogh 1915)
and in both Heinbecker’s above-mentioned Baffin Island studies. Krogh and Krogh
measured RQ, but the diet in their experiments was high in carbohydrates, including
bread, sugar, and dried fruits. The average daily caloric and carbohydrate intake was
2366 kCal and 430 g, respectively. Therefore, it is neither surprising nor informative that
RQ levels were consistently high, ranging from 0.75, on the lowest calorie and
carbohydrate days, to 1.11. In Heinbecker’s fasting studies, RQ levels averaged 0.70
after one day of fasting. However, I found no studies with measurements prior to fasting
on a traditional diet.
The second factor is that urinary measurements were not developed to detect the milder
levels of ketosis found in fed people on maintenance calories as compared to fasting or
ketoacidosis. The nitroprusside method used to detect urine AcAc by Sinclair above will
still today often give a negative result when serum BOHB is below 1.0. Harano et al.
(1984) report that 39 children with serum BOHB ranging from 0.1 to 4.0 mM registered
no ketonuria. Seven of these, or 18%, had serum BOHB of at least 0.5 mM. Even
keto-acidosis, which can entail much higher levels of BOHB, is sometimes not detected
as ketonuria (Stojanovic 2011). For example, Bektas et al. (2004) found a ketonuria
sensitivity of only 66%, although others have reported sensitivity in the 95-98% range
(Schwab 1999, Hendey 1997, Arora 2011).
Considering that even weight stable keto-adapted athletes have been reported with an
average BOHB level of only 0.6 mM (Volek 2016), it seems reasonable to assume that
a population in chronic ketosis not associated with weight loss would also have levels
this low. In this case it would be unremarkable if ketosis were not measured in the urine
of these populations, even if present. Urinary BOHB as used by Heinbecker in his
studies may be even more susceptible to false negative error, because unlike AcAc,
which is excreted linearly with respect to serum concentrations, BOHB excretion rises
more exponentially (Passmore 1961), and therefore it’s possible it would not appear at
all in the urine at mild, keto-adapted non-fasting serum levels, even though it would
appear in the higher levels associated with fasting. In a 1969 review of ketonuria tests,
Bradley states that there are no practical urine tests for BOHB (Bradley 1969). This
appears to remain the case today.

Evidence from genetics
A second reason cited by the aforementioned authors that Arctic populations were not
chronically in ketosis comes from a prevalent genetic variant of CPT1A known as the
Arctic variant. The CPT1A enzyme is required for transporting fatty acids into liver
mitochondria for oxidation and is thus on the critical path for hepatic ketogenesis
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(Zammit 2011). The variant, found in Arctic populations worldwide (Collins et al. 2010,
Gessner et al. 2011, Clemente et al. 2014), has been found to reduce CPT1A activity
from 2-54% (average 22%) (Collins et al. 2010). Clinically, this has resulted in fasting
intolerance in some young children who are homozygous for the variant. (Gillingham et
al. 2011). Not only do they present as hypoketotic when fasted, but hypoglycemic as
well, because gluconeogenesis is reliant on hepatic fatty acid oxidation (Tutwiler and
Dellevigne 1979, Longo et al. 2006) via glucagon (Briant et al. 2018). Unless the
environment was consistently abundant in food, this suggests there must have been a
strong selective advantage to the variant to overcome its risk of homozygosity.
Moreover, it raises the question of how the affected would have provided fuel to the
brain without exogenous glucose if both ketogenesis and gluconeogenesis are
compromised.
However, the effect of the variant may depend on dietary factors. The dietary context in
the Arctic was not only low in carbohydrate, but it was relatively high in protein, and very
high in fat (Krogh and Krogh 1915, Heinbecker 1928 and 1931, Sinclair 1953).
Specifically, because primary foods included sea mammals such as seals, and cold
water fish, it was extraordinarily high in long-chain polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs)
(Bang 1980). PUFAs are much more ketogenic than more saturated fatty acids.
Cunnane summarises the evidence for ketogenic capacity of fatty acids as α-linolenate
>linoleate >oleate >palmitate >stearate (Cunnane 2004). Fuehrlein et al. (2004) found a
ketogenic diet of mixed PUFAs to result in BOHB levels more than twice as high as one
composed of saturated fatty acids in human subjects. Ide et al. (2000) measured
CPT1A activity in rat hepatocytes in response to different dietary fat sources: palm oil,
safflower oil, perilla oil, and fish oil. The higher the level of polyunsaturates in the diet,
the more fatty acid oxidation and the more CPT1 activity. In particular, hepatocytes from
those consuming fish oil, high in DHA and EPA, had 61% higher CPT1 enzyme activity
than those consuming the palm oil. A diet high in PUFAs would also be expected to
increase PPAR-α transcription factor (Echevarria et al. 2016), CPT1A gene expression
(van Schothorst et al. 2009, Kaplinskyi et al. 2009, Radler et al. 2011), and
mitochondrial number (Flachs et al. 2005), each of which could compensate for lowered
CPT1A activity in ways that would not be evident in fibroblast studies not using PUFAs,
nor in affected children eating non-traditional diets (Koeller 2018).
In light of the strong possibility that traditional diets reduced the impact of the Arctic
variant on fat metabolism, we can speculate on independent advantages of the variant
that would have been allowed without full compromise of ketogenic capacity. One
potential advantage that has been proposed comes from a second effect of the variant.
Besides its reduction of CPT1A activity, the variant also reduces sensitivity of CPT1A to
malonyl-CoA (Brown et al. 2001). Malonyl-CoA is a product of glucose (and thus
protein) metabolism on the path of de novo lipogenesis. Normally, CPT1A activity is
sensitive to malonyl-CoA and reduced in its presence, but this sensitivity is attenuated
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in those with the Arctic variant (Brown et al. 2001), with the result that a higher tolerance
of protein intake should be expected before ketogenesis would be halted. Some
researchers have suggested that this potential protein tolerance may have been the
selective advantage of the variant (Greenberg et al. 2009). Moreover, the effect may be
most advantageous in the heterozygous case, since the reduction in fatty acid oxidation
behaves more recessively, and the reduction in malonyl-CoA sensitivity behaves more
dominantly (Koeller 2018).

Conclusions
Given that the PUFA content of traditional Arctic diets may compensate for the genetic
reduction of CPT1A activity, and that the absence of urinary ketones found in early
studies in North America may reflect fat adaptation and limitations in testing technology,
current speculation about the lack of a ketogenic state in traditionally living Arctic
peoples cannot be considered settled. Further studies of carriers of this gene variant in
the appropriate context are warranted. If further studies confirm that Arctic populations
avoid ketosis on traditional diets, this would not necessarily eliminate the hypothesis
that long-term ketosis is safe for other populations, nor even that there were none. On
the other hand, if ketogenesis is rescued by the appropriate dietary context, this casts
doubt on the hypothesis that chronic ketosis is detrimental, because we would have a
demonstrated precedent.
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